Order a New/Replacement Bin Terms and Conditions

Conditions:
- Service details (*) the field marked with an asterisk are required to be completed before the application is submitted. We may need to contact you to confirm the details.

Collection of your bins:
- Ensure your bin is out on the road verge by 6am on collection day;
- The bin should be placed approximately one (1) metre away from the road, be (0.5) metres from other bins and should not obstruct any footpath;
- The hinges should be placed AWAY from the road. Your bin WILL NOT be collected if;

1. It is not contained within the bin.
2. The lid is not fully closed.
3. The bin is overloaded or too heavy - 70kg maximum

About your bin:
- Bins are not transferable, therefore must remain on the premises to which it is delivered.
- ALL BINS REMAIN THE PROPERTY OF THE CITY OF BUNBURY.

If you have any questions regarding bin applications please contact Waste Operations on 9792 7333.